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• How does SOF get better connected with people who both 
know things and care to bring to bear a more complete 
understanding of an operational environment prior to, during, 
or avoid altogether the application of U.S. military force? 
Given… ​
• No formal incentives / Avoid duplicating existing 
organizations ​
• The constraint of not creating new billets/ Survive yearly 
transitions ​
• The tendency for communities of practice be formed in 
response to crises, rather than before ​ The author’s adaptation of the phases of a Knowledge-based CoP and the Continuum of Military Operations
Understanding a Special Operations Role: 
Network Caretakers and Knowledge-Based Communities of Practice
Key Concepts:
• A Knowledge-based CoP is a network of individuals, groups, 
brokers and boundary spanners. 
• A Knowledge-based CoP can help to forge non-standard 
relationships.
• A Knowledge-based CoP must be sponsored or strongly 
incentivized, cultivated and maintained. 
Application of Research Next Steps
• There seems to be a narrow, but deep gap between academic 
R&D and proliferating those ideas in operational units – or, 
how do I let everyone in USSOF know what I just saw?
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Visualizations of internal and external influences 
in the “Libya File” 
Approach: 
Experimental CoP Based on Libya ​
• Establish academic foundation ​
• Networking, cold-calling, seeking endorsements to 
form CoP ​
• Hosting structured, iterative design sessions remotely/ in 
person ​
• Distill information and check against big data ​
• Integrate into planning ​
• Refined method for creating a Knowledge-based CoP that 
can be used to better understand complex issues. 
• The applicability of large data sets to confirm or deny 
information obtained during design sessions
“[General	Tovo]	talked	about	how	they	have	many	
ways	to	use	force,	but	their	biggest	challenge	is	
understanding	people	and	building	trust	with	
communities	on	the	ground	in	other	countries	to	
support	their	missions.”	- Mark	Zuckerberg
